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Who we are and what this booklet 
is about 

We are Newham Council, London. 
We want to make Aldworth Road in 
Stratford Park an easier and safer 
place for people to walk, cycle and 
wheel. 

Wheel means to use a wheelchair 
or mobility aids like a walker.  

We have some ideas about how to 
make Aldworth Road better. We 
want to know if you like them. 

This booklet tells you about the 
changes we might make and how 
you can tell us what you think.



Low Traffic Neighbourhood 

To stop cars driving along Aldworth 
Road we made Stratford Park a 
Low Traffic Neighbourhood. 

A Low Traffic Neighbourhood is an 
area where lots of people live but 
not many cars and other vehicles 
are allowed to drive.

A Low Traffic Neighbourhood means
● roads are safer.
● it’s better to walk and cycle. 
● it’s easier for disabled people to 

use roads and paths.

● there are more trees and plants.
● people are happier.

● there is less noise and pollution.

Pollution is when cars and other 
vehicles use fuels like petrol and 
diesel which make the air dirty.
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Changes we want to make to 
Aldworth Road

The Stratford Park Low Traffic 
Neighbourhood is now permanent. 
Permanent means it will last a long time. 

We want to make some changes 
to Aldworth Road to make it better.

We might

 make the part of the road that is 
closed look better. For example, 
have nicer wooden plant pots. 

 make the part of the road that is 
closed bigger. The road would be 
closed from house number 11 at 
one end, to number 29 at the 
other end. 

 add more trees and plants. This 
might make people drive more 
slowly.



 make the area safer and more 
accessible. For example, make 
sure kerbs are flat where people 
who use wheels cross the road.

Accessible means it can be 
used by everyone.

 make footpaths better.

 make sure people have a safe 
space to park their bikes.  

 make junctions safer for people 
to cross the road. A junction is 
where two roads meet.

 make a rule that no one can
drive faster than 20 miles per 
hour on roads next to the Low 
Traffic Neighbourhood.
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What we will keep the same

We will

 make sure Aldworth Road and 
Elliot Close stay as wide as they 
are now, so they are easy to 
drive on.

 use the CCTV cameras we already 
have to make sure people do not 
drive on the road where it is closed.

 keep the same number of 
parking spaces for cars.

 make sure you can still walk and 
cycle in the same places as 
before.

 make sure rubbish lorries, 
ambulances, police cars and fire 
engines can still drive wherever 
they need to.



What Aldworth Road looks like now

What Aldworth Road looks like now 
from above



What we want Aldworth Road to 
look like from above

More trees Bike parking

More plants Wide roads

CCTV

Better 
pavements



What we want Aldworth Road to 
look like

CCTVMore plants More trees



How to tell us what you think 

Tell us what you think by 
26 November 2023 

Send an email to this address
LiveableNeighbourhoods
@newham.gov.uk

Or call this telephone number
020 8430 2000

Give us your email address if you 
want us to tell you about our final 
plans. 

Go to our website to find out more
www.newham.gov.uk/transport-
streets/low-traffic-neighbourhood 

You can point your mobile phone 
camera at this QR code and it will 
take you to our website.

mailto:LiveableNeighbourhoods@newham.gov.uk
mailto:LiveableNeighbourhoods@newham.gov.uk
http://www.newham.gov.uk/transport-streets/low-traffic-neighbourhood
http://www.newham.gov.uk/transport-streets/low-traffic-neighbourhood


Other formats and languages 

Go to our website to find the PDF, 
plain text, audio and sign language 
(BSL) versions of this booklet.

If you need this booklet in a 
different language

● go to this website
shorturl.at/bHKT1

● call this telephone number 0203 
373 4000

● point your mobile phone camera 
at this QR code to go to our 
website and use code 2237722.

https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=4Wk2NRiX-Eab7ZWvyHdsijQWIvsotN1DnzJYsIQtUNdUNzk4WDk3N09QTjdMQ0dEUElCOEtJSEhIQi4u


Thank you for reading this booklet

Thank you to A2i for the words
www.a2i.co.uk  (reference 37957)

The full version of this booklet is called
Stratford Park Low Traffic Neighbourhood
Share your views on street improvements

http://www.a2i.co.uk/
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